Office of Academic
Planning and Assessment

ASSESSMENT MINIGRANT APPLICATION

Final Report Template
Using the template below, provide a summary detailing how you utilized your assessment
mini-grant funds, highlight your successes and/or difficulties, and detail the next steps you will
take to build upon these experiences. This final report will be due to the Office of Academic
Planning and Assessment by August 31, 2017, and can be submitted to assessment@shsu.edu.
If necessary, please attach a separate document. Questions may be directed to Jeff Roberts
(jeff.roberts@shsu.edu or 936-294-1859).
Section 1. How were the mini-grant funds utilized?

The funds were utilized to purchase equipment necessary to do the workshop that was
being assessed. Since this was an emergency response workshop equipment that
simulated an emergency was necessary. We purchased the following equipment:
CPR Manikins - $539.48
Victim identification t-shirts - $267.59
Mehron Special FX kit - $96.40
Make up kit, Brushes and Remover - $50.84
Total - $954.31
All of the equipment was utilized during the workshop and will be utilized in the future
for CPR/First Aid certification classes as well as our "drop in" emergency response
drills.
Section 2. What were your successes? Were there any difficulties?
On the pre-test participants scored an average of 81.5% with only 1 participant not scoring at least 60%. On the post-test participants scored an average of 96.875%. Only 1 participant did not achieve 80% while all others scored 100%.
On the pre and post test partcipants were asked to rate how their knowledge of CPR/AED/FA:
1-I struggle with this skill.
2- I need to improve this skill.
3- I am not perfect but am confident that I can save a life.
4- I am very confident, but I may make minor mistakes.
5- I make no mistakes
The emergency scenarios were extremely life like and provided a more realistic experience for our participants that made them feel more comfortable performing in the future. On the pre-test participants identified their CPR/AED/FA skill as 2.6 and on the
post-test they identified their skill as a 3.75. This was a significant improvement and should help those that participated feel more comfortable with responding to emergency situations.
Since we had fewer than expected attendees we were able to do 8 instead of 5 emergency scenarios. The eight scenarios were:
1. The patron has been hit by a car on his bike. Someone has run into the Rec Center front lobby and is shouting they need help. The patron will be responsive with a pretty bad cut on their leg. EMS currently on it's way but is responding from another call. The
victim will look unconsciousness but keep breathing. The bleeding will need to be controlled.
2. Patron will be found on the HKC side of Track. Patron will be laying on the track unresponsive. The AED will not arrive. Watch to make sure staff does not give actual breaths & compressions.
3. Patron is in the hallway. She just came from playing basketball and is sweaty and over heated. He is showing signs of Head exhaustion. She is conscious and
4. A patron was playing racquetball and began to choke on their gum. Once the rescuers have completed 2 cycles of 5&5 the patron will spit the object out.
5. A Patron is playing an intramural sport and has gotten a bloody nose. She is responsive and conscious.
6. Some one has informed you there is a person passed out on the ground near the tables in the weight room. The Patron (manikin) is found laying on the ground.
7. Patron has cut them self on a broken piece of equipment. They are conscious and responsive. The will assist but only when told what to do. If not told they will continue to talk and complain.
8. You find that a patron has fallen on the treadmill and struck another piece of equipment with their head. Patron will be unresponsive. Should not be moved.
Average scores for each scenario on their respective rubrics were:
1. 86.5%
2. 82.5%
3. 81%
4. 44%
5. 81%
6. 83%
7. 64%
8. 72.7%
Only 46% of the all the scenarios achieved the 80% mark we were hoping for. While this did not meet our goal it was a great learning experience. There was an 81% pass rate for the scenarios that had an above 80% average. The three scenarios, especially
#4, skewed the pass rate as no one passed either scenario 4 or 7. Scenario 4 was also weighted higher as it was judged 7 times instead of 4 like most of the other scenarios were.
This exercise was very helpful because we were able to see what areas we need to focus on in future training with significantly lower scores such as scenario 4 and scenario 7.
On all scenarios but especially the ones were participants didn't pass feedback was given on proper technique for future application.
The biggest difficulty was getting staff to volunteer for this workshop. Only 8 people showed up. Those that did show up now feel more confident in handling emergency situations. This work shop will have to be incorporated in future training and future testing
with feedback will be a part of our risk management protocols.

Section 3. What next steps will be taken to build upon these experiences?
Based on the pre and post tests as well as the scenarios we were able to see areas of deficiency in the
staffs emergency response. These items will be a bigger focal point in future training of all staff.
Since only a small number of our employees were able to attend the training we will be incorporating
emergency scenarios into a monthly emergency response drill where we will "drop in" on an employee and
assess their emergency response in a semi real situation. This will start in the summer of 2017. Student
employees will demonstrate proper techniques of CPR, First aid, and AED according to American Red Cross
standards and proper protocol and decision making through the implementation of the Department of
Recreational Sports Emergency Action Plan. Those areas that perform below expectations will receive
additional training and be retested. By the end of the year all program areas will be tested at least twice.
Results will be used to ensure staff is proficient in emergency response, show strengths and weakness in
EAP's and to provide feedback to professional staff on areas for additional training.

